Editor’s Letter

“
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A Book of Thanks

’m calling to vent!” My friend had
just answered her phone and was greeted with that
whiny statement before she even had a chance to
say hello. She is earmarked as my go-to friend when
I need a dose of inspiration and a positive outlook,
and she is usually one of the first I dial when the wind
and waves of life create storms of doubt, worry and
fear. I dial her because she has the ability to help turn
any situation around to see the good in it. I call her an
eternal optimist; she calls herself, “a dreamer, a hoper, a
prayer, a magic bean-buyer.” Whatever the title, when I
call, grumbling and venting, she always has a solution,
an answer and a suggestion
One steady and consistent suggestion she has offered
me over the years is to create a list of things for which to
be thankful. “If you just write down three a day, Blythe,
by the end of the month you’ll have almost a hundred
things on that list. How can you be upset when you have
that many things for which to be thankful?”
Even on days when I selfishly want to stew in my
misery and righteous indignation over something that
has not gone my way, I have to begrudgingly admit she’s
right. There truly are so many things for which to be
thankful. To make them a little more visible, two years
ago we both got notebooks in which to keep these lists
of thanksgivings, along with some prayers.
Whenever the wind and waves of doubt,
discouragement or fear roll over me, I take my blue
ink pen and press it firmly to the cream colored blank
page, with the trail of ink forming things for which to
be thankful.
My book is a small black Moleskin book with blank
cream pages and a black elastic strap wrapping itself
around the right side, keeping it securely closed as it
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travels with me in my purse. Each page is filled with
perfect script, written left to right in straight lines, filling
the whole page. I never skip a page, and am religious
about only using blue ink pens, and if for some reason
I jot down a thought while not near my book, I will
recopy it into the book. I get a thrill out of my list of
thanksgivings looking neat, orderly and well-organized.
She, on the other hand, likes big blank books and
writes with large, flowery letters. The words often are
angled across the page, with only one or two items
taking up an entire sheet of paper. She writes anywhere,
simply putting pen to paper wherever the book may fall
open, regardless if there are skipped pages in between or
something already written on the page. The color of pen
ink varies and occasionally there will be extra scraps of
paper tucked into the pages, remnants of something she
wrote at another time.
My strict, disciplined approach makes her laugh, while
her free-spirited, no format approach actually makes
me cringe. Neither way is right, neither way is wrong.
Our books may look as different as can be, but the one
common thing is that for both of us, when we look at
the events of our lives, we both realize how much there
is for which to be thankful. There is never a shortage
of things for which to be thankful, only a shortage of
opportunities to acknowledge how thankful we are.
How often do we take for granted all of the things
for which we have to be thankful? If my life before my
black book is any example, then the answer is often.
Sometimes the simple act of recognizing that for which
we are thankful, whether it is by writing it down, or
actually saying it out loud, brings it to life.
One group that has embraced being thankful is the
Inland Northwest Honor Flight organization (read their
story on page 96). As a way to show their thanks to
veterans who have sacrificed for our country, they take
groups of WWII veterans back to the National World
War II Memorial in Washington D.C., at no charge, to see
their memorial in person.
While we may not all be able to do things as impressive
as organizing trips for our nation’s heroes, we do all have
the chance to be thankful on a daily basis. The next time
the wind and waves of life wash over you, combat the
weather system with a book of thanksgivings. Whether
you fill the pages in an orderly fashion, or are all over the
place, doesn’t matter. Just recognizing what you have to
be thankful for is what counts.
Thanks for reading!

